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Energy Bus Tour Takeaways

Quick Take: We hosted ~15 energy companies over two days during our first 

energy (virtual) bus tour. BKR meeting was the most positive, in our view, with 

messaging of every dollar of FCF above dividend to be used to buy back shares. 

That could imply ~10% of current shares in 2022/23 beyond the $2B buyback. NOV 

emphasized on continuing COVID related inefficiencies despite improving macro. 

We have also included E&P takeaways from our sales team. Please also see our 

2H21 OFS Conference Themes note for important questions to ask for ~15 OFS 

companies along with financial models and their 2Q21 earnings call takeaways.

Themes

Rising U.S. rig count: PTEN expects ~35, WHD 25-50 and HP 25-50 more rigs in 

the U.S in the remaining 2021. All three along with BKR and TS, mentioned that 

they are having discussions with public E&Ps adding rigs in December. Pricing is 

improving too with HP’s leading edge dayrate at $17-19K vs. $16-18K earlier. We 

think ~15% y/y increase in the U.S. rig count assuming flat rig count from 

December 2021, aided by additional rig count in 1Q22 and pricing improvements 

should drive a 20-25% growth in U.S. spending growth y/y in 2022 at minimum.

Improving international activity: Double digit growth in 2H21 y/y is still on track 

with at least y/y double digit growth also expected in 2022. Tenders are increasing 

in the Mid-East and international land rig tenders are expected in Argentina and 

Colombia too.

Hurricane Ida impact: We did not hear any major impact from companies 

presenting at our bus tour. There may have been small damages to a couple of OII 

facilities, but survey/repair work is expected to increase. However, HAL and SLB 

(not at our bus tour), both generate ~7-8% of their total revenues from the GoM 

which could potentially see 1-2 week of interruption, in our view.

Inflation: Companies are expecting inflationary pressure to stabilize in early 2022. 

Pricing increases put in place are offsetting inflationary cost increases.

4Q21 Seasonality: Budget exhaustion is a low risk. On the contrary, more 

conversations have been around public E&Ps trying to pick up rigs ahead of 2022 

capex refresh. Internationally too, we expect a typical seasonal bump outside of 

Eastern Hemisphere weather related seasonality.

Increasing tier IV DGB upgrades: Pressure pumping pricing and activity is 

improving. However, we wonder about near term cash flows with PTEN, LBRT, 

NEX upgrading tier II or tier IV to tier IV DGB fleets. Newbuild e-fleets too are 

expected. We count 15-20 new e-fleets potentially.

Diverging simul frac view: Diverging views are emerging from companies with 

some companies seeing 30-50% hhp efficiency vs. other saying same hhp is 

required. Maintenance capex too is up for debate with some companies seeing 

lower flow rate causing lower wear and tear and others seeing more maintenance 

capex. It seems pricing linearly increases with hhp utilized.

Improving equipment orders: BKR’s TPS orders should increase in 2H21 and 

step up in 2022 while OFE orders too should increase in 2H21. NOV’s C&P and 

Rig Tech. orders should continue to be strong from 2Q21 levels. OII’s awards 

should continue to be strong with timing driving variance in 2021 order guidance.

https://www.cokerpalmer.com/ofs-bits-3-09-2h21-ofs-conference-themes/
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Baker Hughes (BKR – Sector Outperform) Meeting Takeaways

GE Ownership/buybacks

▪ Our understanding is BKR is still not in the market with buyback as all the mechanics are still being put in place

▪ A buyback does not exclude a potential club deal once GE’s ownership falls under 10% vs. ~15% at end of October

▪ All FCF above dividend will be used to buyback stock. We estimate, that could be ~$800M in 2022 and ~$1.3B in 

2023. That implies 90M shares at current price or 9% of the current outstanding shares

▪ BKR needs about $2B cash on balance sheet for day-to-day business vs. $3.9B at June end

Oil Services

▪ A double-digit EBIT margins by 2021 end still seems plausible.

▪ EBITDA margins expectations of ~20% in 2H22 does not assume any pricing increases.

▪ Inflation particularly in chemicals resulted in less than expected OFS margins improvement in 2Q21. However, a 

couple of pricing increases have been passed which should be reflected by 4Q21/1Q22

▪ 4Q21 seasonality: The U.S. should see downtime only around holidays, but any budget exhaustion is not expected. 

Rather, more conversations have been around public E&Ps trying to pick up rigs ahead of 2022 capex refresh. 

Internationally too, we expect a typical seasonal bump outside of Eastern Hemisphere weather related seasonality.

▪ Inflationary pressure should subside by early 2022, a constant theme from other companies too

▪ Labor is most tight in NAM while seeing some tightness in the Middle East and Russia too

▪ International

– International activity still on pace for a LDD growth in 2H21 y/y 

– The Middle East tenders are increasing

– Early budget conversations internationally for next year have been promising. A double-digit growth in 2022 y/y is 

feasible driven by the Middle East, Brazil and Southeast Asia.

– Still too early to expect any pricing gains.

▪ U.S.

– Though it is too early for 2022 U.S. spending, we did not hear a push back on 20-25% y/y spending increase given 

U.S. rig count could be ~25% in 4Q21 vs. 1Q21 

Energy Transition

▪ Green hydrogen like Air Products awards provides low single digits of the project size revenue opportunity i.e., 

~$100M at 2%

▪ Blue hydrogen when the projects are smaller provides mid-to-high single digits of the project size revenue opportunity 

i.e., about $100M for Alberta project

▪ About 20-30 CUS projects are in progress currently. Each 0.5-1.0 TMPA project provide $20-100M revenue 

opportunity

▪ Overall margins for energy transition products and services are in line with overall TPS

▪ Reiterated TAM

– CCUS: BKR pegs its CCUS TAM at $35 40B by 2030 assuming mid case of 450M tons.

– Hydrogen: BKR pegs its addressable market at $25 30B by 2030.
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Baker Hughes (BKR – Sector Outperform) Meeting Takeaways Contd.

Digital Solutions

▪ Conditioning and monitoring has been slow so far but should recover in 2022 driving above mid-single digit growth y/y 

for the segment

Oilfield Equipment

▪ Orders are expected to be up in 2H21

▪ Orders in 2021 should be flattish y/y

▪ Frame agreement in Brazil for flexibles is helping

▪ OFE does not fit within core businesses

FCF

▪ Working capital will be a drag in 2H due to collections

▪ OFE orders helped in 1H21 but OFS recovery will be a drag in 2H21; still 4Q21 working capital will be positive

▪ Separation/Restructuring charges will take a step down; $140M in 1H21 to half of that in 2H21; most in 3Q21 and 

nothing in 4Q21

▪ Asset sales 

– Lost in hole should be same in 3Q as 2Q

– Real estate sales in 3Q of about $30-40M

– 4Q21 disposition to Aksator JV should yield ~$100M

Other

▪ Hurricane Ida impact: OFS operations were shut down for few days; No impact on TPS
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Cactus Inc. (WHD – Not Rated) Meeting Takeaways

U.S. Rig Count

▪ Rig count is expected to continue to increase through 2021 end to about 525-550

▪ Public E&Ps are expected to add rigs in December for 2022 budget refresh

▪ Budget exhaustion in 4Q21 is a low risk

▪ WHD expects a double-digit increasing rig count from public in 2022

Hurricane Ida

▪ WHD does low-single digit of revenues work for shallow water in southern Louisiana 

▪ Bossier manufacturing operations were not impacted

Pricing 

▪ Pricing has kept up with inflation

▪ Steel (HRC) is the biggest cost input that is up double digits vs. late 2020

▪ Freight is up materially where about half of equipment comes from China 

▪ Inflation is expected to continue in 2H21; will put more pricing increases

▪ WHD expects pricing could stick even if inflation declines

Market dynamics

▪ Some churn in companies with Seaboard being acquired and Caterpillar (after Weir) and Weatherford exiting

▪ At the same time new mom and pop are starting up too

Products

▪ Mid 30s margins should be similar in 4Q sequentially

Rentals

▪ Rig count expected to o/p completions in 2H

▪ 3Q guide implies market share increase

▪ Pricing is still competitive

▪ If revenues jump 10-15% in 4Q21 then can do better than high40s margins

▪ WHD expects high 40s/low 50s margins by 2H22; revenues of $25M/Q needed to get back to ~60% margins 

International

▪ The Middle East should start contributing from 3Q21 and reach about $1MM/Q run rate by 1Q22

▪ Margins internationally will be lower vs. U.S.

▪ WHD has been requested to send additional equipment, but the company is being conservative; could send it be early 

2022

▪ The company would like to have about 20% of revenues from the international markets in three-four years

▪ Once the critical size is gained internationally, the company would like to build a facility in the ME which could be 

about $15-20M capex and 18-24 months build time
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Cactus Inc. (WHD – Not Rated) Meeting Takeaways Contd.

FCF

▪ WHD feels comfortable with $50-100M cash on balance sheet in a downturn vs. ~$300M currently

▪ The company raised quarterly dividend by 11% but is not ruling out any additional/variable dividend in 2021

▪ Working capital in 2H21 will be an outflow; target of 25% of revenues in net working capital
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Helmerich & Payne (HP – Sector Underperform) Meeting Takeaways

U.S. rig count

▪ Rigs slowly grinding higher; expects 575-600 Enverus rigs by end of 2021 vs. 550 currently

▪ HP still expect to exit CY3Q21 in 127-132 range 

▪ Actively engaged with public E&Ps about rigs pick up in late 2021

▪ HP typically gets 30-90 days notification from clients and currently needs 30 days to activate a rig

Pricing

▪ HP has been successful pushing pricing which should start to reflect in CY4Q21

▪ Leading edge dayrates are still in high teens but the band keeps narrowing from the bottom from $16-18K to $17-19K

▪ HP’s share of alternative pricing models is still improving from ~15% share in CY4Q19 to 30-35% currently

▪ Capex to reactivate is increasing also helping pricing; reactivation cost is recovered from the customer the rig is 

reactivated for

▪ Labor inflation is margin neutral with HP passing it on to customers

Daily costs

▪ Cost savings initiatives are ongoing with more expected to be announced with CY3Q or CY4Q call

▪ HP is targeting $14-14.5K daily costs cost vs. ~$16K in CY2Q21

Daily Margins

▪ Spot dayrates are in $17-19K vs. low to mid $20K for contracted rigs driving difference of $2-3K between them

▪ Underlying margins are increasing but the variability is driven by reactivation costs

▪ Average length of contracts are 9 months

Drilling efficiency

▪ ROP is increasing with the outlier well getting eliminated

▪ E&Ps are giving recipes to drillers on how to drill wells

Hurricane Ida impact

▪ No issues on offshore rigs as seen from aerial survey but people have not been able to go for a physical check up

International drilling

▪ Tendring ongoing in Colombia, Argentina and the Mid-East 

▪ HP is hopeful of adding rigs in Argentina

FY2022 capex build up

▪ $750K/rig of maintenance capex 

▪ $10-20M Corporate items
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Liberty Oilfield (LBRT– Not Rated) 2Q21 Earnings Takeaways

▪ SLB lock up expires end of September 

Activity

▪ Things are getting steadier in completions

▪ Customers are more moving towards dedicated fleet

▪ 4Q is looking steadier; some holidays downtime expected but not as bad as the last two years

▪ Current US fleets count is at ~225 full utilized

▪ LBRT still has low 30s working but utilization is not where it needs to be

▪ Getting request for more fleets but unlikely will add any until profitability is above $10M/fleet

▪ LBRT has 1.0-1.5 working fleets in Canada during spring break up and peak of 4 fleets during the year

▪ Starting to see pricing is improving

▪ Capex to reactivate up to 40 fleets would be minimal

Pricing

▪ $10M EBITDA/fleet unlikely in 2H21

▪ Double digit EBITDA profitability could be reached in 2022

Tier IV

▪ LBRT’s more than 50% is tier IV 

▪ Most of the tier IV will be converted to tier IV DGB

▪ Many of LBRT’s tier II fleets are DGB

▪ There is still about $2M profitability difference between tier II vs. tier IV DGB fleet

DigiFrac

▪ LBRT’s pump is now at 3rd commercial site

▪ Rolls Royce has been chosen for powering the first two fleets

▪ First commercial fleet should be deployed in late 2Q22 and then a fleet every six months

▪ Fleet cost is same as tier IV DG or about $50M

▪ It is a six month build cycles from commitment to finish

▪ LBRT willing to build e-fleets backed by handshake agreement
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NexTier Oilfield (NEX – Not Rated) Meeting Takeaways

Activity

▪ NEX has over 30 fleets deployed in the market now with Alamo

▪ The company has become #1 player in the Permian

▪ Some major/super majors returning back into the market

▪ Calendar utilization is improving

Working fleets

▪ NEX hired 400-500 people in 2Q21 for frac, wireline and cementing businesses

▪ For frac, about 3-4 fleets equivalent  of manpower was hired vs. 20 deployed fleets in 2Q21

▪ This implies by the end of 2021, NEX should have 23-24 legacy NEX plus 9 Alamo fleets

▪ NEX unlikely to add more fleets to the market in absence of pricing improvements

Alamo acquisition

▪ Alamo is sold out of  its fleet comprised entirely of tier IV fleets

▪ Alamo is focused on the Midland while NEX has been successful in Delaware

▪ NEX will help Alamo on digital, back-office process, ERP, etc. but outside that Alamo will work independently

▪ Alamo will continue to bid at arm’s length

▪ After 18 months there will be more operational integration

▪ Alamo’s profitability is better than NEX

Mid- East

▪ NEX currently has two fleets with NESR

▪ Bidding activity ongoing in Saudi that could result in a third fleet in early 2022

▪ It takes two months to move the fleet from the U.S. to the ME 

Pricing

▪ Pricing has been increasing; clients asking for more dedicated fleet

▪ Market bifurcation ongoing with conventional diesel vs. dual fuel (gas powered) fleets

Profitability 

▪ NEX looking to double digits EBITDA/fleet in next six months

▪ The company targets mid-cycle EBITDA margins of 20%

▪ Need double digit net pricing to get to double digit EBITDA/fleet

E-fleet

▪ Not going turbine route

▪ Not going to buy unlike it meets hurdle rate

▪ Based on conversations with customers one new e-fleet can be deployed in 2022
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NexTier Oilfield (NEX – Not Rated) Meeting Takeaways Contd. 

Capex

▪ 2H21 capex will exceed 1H21 due to fleet upgrades

▪ Alamo has put in motion a tier IV to tier IV DGB conversion

▪ NEX already has two upgrades to tier IV DGB in the process

▪ About 2-3 more fleets can be upgraded in 1Q22 

▪ Currently maintenance capex is below $2.5M/fleet; can decrease by $250K/fleet in 2022

▪ Competitors will have hard time to get CAT parts as most of them have been spoke for by NEX
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NOV Inc. (NOV – Sector Perform) Meeting Takeaways

COVID

▪ NOV emphasized covid impacts continue to drive inefficiencies despite an improving macro

▪ The U.S. has not had much impact from covid outside mask mandate

▪ Internationally across China , Malaysia, Singapore , Australia and New Zealand covid issues continue to impact 

supply chain

▪ Resin shortage still impacting with six different resin facilities in China still working at ~50% utilization

Energy transition

▪ NOV is diversifying its bets

▪ Expects business to gain critical size in 3-5 years

▪ The company expects floating wind will be the next business line reaching critical size after wind installation 

▪ Bio-gas related products could start to have purchase orders soon

Hurricane Ida impact

▪ NOV has business mainly in Lafayette which had minimal impact 

▪ Surprisingly, NOV’s Solids Control in Port Fourchon is already back up and running 

Rig Tech.

▪ Orders should be flattish in 2H21 from 2Q21 levels driven by wind installation vessels

▪ Offshore rig upgrade orders such as potentially from Transocean and perhaps some repairs from hurricane Ida 

should help

▪ Wind farms are increasing in size with larger turbines that require upgrades or new wind installation vessels

▪ 2024-26 wind farms could require 2-3 vessels per project for two years construction time

▪ Wind farm vessels demand expanded from 12 to 36 vessels now

▪ The revenue opportunity per wind vessel has increased to the high end of $60-80M

▪ Cerulean project

– Cerulean now also pursuing a 3rd small project in addition to two large projects with total potential award of ~$4B

– Licenses are expected in 2H21 

– Nothing likely to be announced by NOV until mid-2022

– Spain, Norway, GoM could also present similar opportunities

C&P

▪ Orders should be flattish in 2H21 from 2Q21 levels

▪ NOV is looking forward to more FIDs to have more confidence in 2022 order levels

▪ Malaysia fiber glass facility is still not fully up and running owing to lack of raw materials, mainly resin 

– Fiber glass could account for 20-30% of C&P revenues with ~25% EBITDA margins vs. low-dingle digit currently

– Fiber glass facility resuming optimal operations can be a catalyst in 1H22, in our view
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NOV Inc. (NOV – Sector Perform) Meeting Takeaways Contd.

▪ Stimulation fleets 

– Have done some tier IV upgrades with inventory on ground

– E-fleets conversations are taking place almost everyday, but pumpers are not willing to order without a customer 

contract

▪ FCF

– Capex is not expected to change much in 2022 outside finishing up the Mid-East manufacturing facility

– Net working capital should gravitate towards 25% by end of year and may be 100bps lower into 2022 

– Cash taxes are not expected to be paid in 2022

– Targeting 2x debt/EBITDA

– There is a likelihood of a small dividend in 2H22 with buybacks as another avenue of cash returns to shareholders
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Oceaneering Intl. (OII – Not Rated) Meeting Takeaways

Subsea Robotics

▪ Renewables work

– ROV are utilized in construction phase (cables laydown and backfills); also used in survey

– As windfarms age then will need more survey

– ROVs used for renewables as well as oil and gas are similar 

– Replaced 5 ROVs – those are retrofit not newbuilds

▪ Utilization is still in 60% 

▪ Pricing is stable but not improving; getting pricing on personnel

▪ GoM activity is improving; Brazil is improving; West Coast Africa starting to see increased activity; UK is more 

focused on offshore wind work

Manufactured Products

▪ Range of award (1.1-1.5x book-to-bill) guidance for 2021 vs 1.3x for 1H21 is more to do with timing rather than some 

large awards

▪ Revenues are expected to increase in 4Q21

▪ Mobility solution – Expect to get more orders in 2022 which will help in 2023

Offshore Projects

▪ Angola riserless well intervention work wraps up in 3Q21 along with field service work 

▪ Angola field services work is expected to restart from 1Q22 to 3Q22 but riserless project could be in 2H22/early 2023 

at the earliest

▪ GoM market has improved with few vessels leaving the market 

▪ Hurricane Ida could drive some survey work 

Integrity Management

▪ Most of work is on long term contracts

▪ $65M/Q revenues are sustainable 

▪ OII is more optimistic with segment growth with recent change in senior management

Aerospace & Defense Tech.

▪ Most of the segment revenues are coming from defense work

▪ Modestly lower margins expected in 2H21 from mix

Hurricane Ida impact

▪ Downtime from rigs and ROVs could impact depending on whether they had standby contracted dayrate

▪ Very limited damage to Broussard and one other facility 

▪ OII is optimistic about survey and perhaps repair work post hurricane 
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Oceaneering Intl. (OII – Not Rated) Meeting Takeaways Contd.

2022 Outlook 

▪ All segments should be better in 2022 y/y

▪ FCF for 2022 should be higher y/y

▪ Capex in 2022 could be modestly higher from growth capex
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Patterson-UTI (PTEN – Sector Outperform) Meeting Takeaways

U.S. rig count

▪ PTEN still expect about 100 rigs additions in 2H with rigs up ~65 since the company first said that

▪ Have confidence in another ~35 rigs addition by the end of 2021

▪ Private E&P operators currently account for 58% market share at ~340 rigs with 239 private operators vs. 315 

rigs/207 operators at the beginning of pandemic

▪ Public E&Ps could increase rig count in December

Pricing

▪ Leading edge dayrates are improving driven by rising labor and reactivation costs 

▪ Taking longer to find labor

▪ Reactivation costs currently are about $400k split 50/50 in opex vs. capex

▪ Reactivation times have increased from a week in July 2020 to 3-4 weeks about 3 months ago to now about 6 weeks

▪ As rigs are rolling, they are E&P operators are keeping them on evergreen contracts which provides PTEN 

opportunity to increase pricing frequently

Normalized daily costs

▪ Current daily costs of $15K have costs associated with ancillary revenues 

▪ PTEN expects normalized daily costs could return to the high end of $14.0-14.5K

▪ PTEN reactivated 9 rigs in 2Q21; a similar amount is expected in 3Q21

Capex

▪ Typical maintenance capex is $750K-$1M K per rig per year

▪ However, spare parts can cause swings and could increase it in 2022 to ~$1M from below $750k for 2021

Pioneer acquisition

▪ PES rigs in Colombia could be repriced higher 

▪ Some rigs from the U.S. could be sent to Colombia

▪ PTEN does not expect to hold non-core businesses for long

▪ Most of PES facilities were leased 

Drilling efficiency

▪ Drilling efficiency has improved this year but not expected much next year

▪ Efficiencies were up in 2015/16 then flat in 2017/18

▪ The same is expected in 2020/21 i.e., flattening drilling efficiencies from marginal rigs and crews

Pressure pumping 

▪ $7M annualized EBITDA/fleet in 3Q21 from $4M in 2Q21 was driven by net pricing as well as higher utilization

▪ PTEN’s current 9 working spreads include two tier IV,  four tier II DGB and the rest tier II diesel

▪ One of the working tier IV will be upgraded to tier IV DGB for a couple of $M capex
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Patterson-UTI (PTEN – Sector Outperform) Meeting Takeaways Contd.

▪ One tier II diesel will be upgraded to tier IV DGB - for about $10-12M capex

▪ PTEN expected to earn $10M EBITDA/fleet from tier IV DGB implying a two year pay back including $5M /year for 

maintenance  capex

▪ PTEN is upgrading fleet backed by work, not on spec basis 

▪ Engine is the longest lead time item at 90 -180 days; PTEN uses both Cummins and CAT engines

Simul frac

▪ PTEN see 30-50% more hhp so 1.25-1.5 fleet vs. 2 fleets at wellsite

▪ Revenues grow linearly with hhp used but can optimize labor and repairs costs as flow rate is lower 

▪ Customers allow PTEN to manage logistics which could provide mark-up opportunities

E- fleet

▪ PTEN thinks the e-fleet technology is still immature in term of power source of using one vs. bunch of small turbines 

vs. powerline

▪ The company will follow a policy of a fast follower but will need two years payback for newbuild
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Tenaris (TS – Sector Perform) Meeting Takeaways

Activity

▪ TS expects revenues to increase low teens in 3Q21 sequentially; a similar growth is expected in 4Q21 sequentially 

too

▪ TS now sees upside to ~80 rigs increase expected in 2H21 in the U.S.

▪ NAM revenues expected to stabilize in 3Q with flattish 4Q

▪ Europe (Northern Lights) and ME revenue are expected to grow in 4Q

▪ Eastern Hemisphere should be down y/y in 2021

▪ Saudi revenues are expected to see high teens increase in 1H22 vs. 2H21

Tenders

▪ Tender activity will start in the ME in 2H21 that should help in 2022

▪ Emirates  and Qatar too have some tenders

Pricing

▪ Scrap steel prices are more important for TS vs. HRC

▪ Steel is catching up with pricing

▪ Steel prices has had impact on numbers with margins capped in 2H21 at ~20% despite OCTG pricing improving

▪ US inventory lower is around 5 months vs heathy range of 5.5-6 months

▪ Pipelogix has mid-single digit per month for the last three months

2020 Margins headwinds vs. tailwinds

▪ 1H22 steel prices will be headwind with expectations of flattish ~20% EBITDA margins

▪ Higher priced inventory will roll into next three quarters

▪ Mix effect from the ME should help 2022

▪ Higher OCTG pricing should be tailwind

▪ Idle cost of facilities should become tailwind with those facilities up and running

FCF

▪ Working capital is expected to be a headwind in 3Q21 but less than 2Q21

▪ Inventory should start declining from 4Q21 through 1H22

▪ Likely to announce interim dividend with 3Q21 earnings and pay by the end of the year

▪ Cash in hand slightly lower in 2021 end vs. 2020 end after dividend

Facilities start up

▪ Ambridge facility started production with expectations of reaching full utilization by the end of 2021

▪ Bay City facility is reaching full utilization
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CRC Meeting Takeaways

▪ Highest attendance/level of investor interest of the companies on the bus tour.  Receiving good number of inbounds 

on the name and obvious that more are doing work on this one…Based on current valuation, many are thinking thinks 

you are getting free option on carbon capture program.  Near-term catalyst with upcoming analyst day. 

▪ Company is upbeat on future with strong balance sheet, strong FCF (FCF yield), low decline rates, slimmed down 

cost structure, and carbon capture potential

▪ Analyst day will be on October 6th, and CRC will lay out more detailed plans/strategies/economics on carbon capture. 

Will lay out costs (FID/post FID), walk through more on permitting, LCFS, etc. 

▪ Raised their FCF guidance for 2021 to $400-500mm (FCF yield ~20%) and increased their share repurchase program 

to $250mm. Assuming that they are able to execute 100% of share repo program, CRC would be return 50-60% of 

FCF in 2021. Believe that they can generate $1.5B in FCF over 5 years. 

▪ FCF uses: Currently believe that share buybacks are the biggest/best opportunity for FCF.  Will examine other 

options, but like buybacks currently (sounds like FCF all going to share buybacks through this year and early into next 

year at minimum). Believe that they are undervalued and mentioned free option on carbon program. 

▪ Carbon Capture: Up to 1 billion metric tons of potential CO2 storage capacity with CRC focused on 200 MMT near-

term opportunity.  Filed for 10 MMT permit and preparing to file for up to 30 MMT permit.  Together, they are planning 

TerraVault 1 which is new ~40 MMT of total CO2 storage project.  Located in proximity to several long-term LCFS 

qualified CO2 sources.  Strong incentive possibilities with California incentive of ~$185/MT, 45Q tax credit of 

~$50/MT, etc.  Have started the 45Q and LCFS certification.  Have already initiated conversations with emitters and 

engaging with regulatory agencies.  Great location for carbon capture given Cali’s supportive regulatory environment

▪ Activity: Running 2 rigs with plans to add third rig in fall. Talked about potential to further increase rig count beyond 

the 3-rig program in the future. Strong backlog of activity in their maintenance program….high return opps that they 

have been building since 2020.  Have been working them down and should be back to normal levels by YE21/early 

2022.

▪ Hedges: Nothing hedged on NGL or natural gas side…they are net long nat gas

▪ Inflation: Not seeing any inflation currently
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MGY Meeting Takeaways

▪ Investors: Smid cap PM’s continue to like MGY for energy exposure.  13F shows almost all LO funds in top 25 

holders.  Screens well on valuation and balance sheet.

▪ Capital allocation: They talked about this a good bit on their conference call….don’t have interest in a variable 

dividend structure.  Prefer to use cash on share buybacks, growing base dividend, and small bolt-on acquisitions.  On 

share buybacks, they currently have 10.5mm shares remaining.  They bought back 7% of total shares in 2h21 and 

plan to buyback at least 1% of shares out each quarter.  Possibility to great increase share repurchases at any given 

time if EnerVest decides to sell shares.  MGY supports them decreasing their position.  

▪ Activity: Added rig in 2h21….capex run rate in the $80-85mm/quarter range now.  Don’t expect to see much 

production benefit from the 2nd rig until 2022.  1 rig running in the core of Giddings with other rig splitting time 

between Karnes and Giddings.  In Giddings, would expect that rig to be doing appraisal and development drilling

▪ Hedging: No plans to hedge oil…could see them hedging some nat gas depending on view of commodity  

▪ Well costs: Giddings wells costs ~$6mm per well assuming 6k foot laterals….if they begin to increase lateral length, 

could move slightly higher.

▪ Think production growth will be higher in 2022….likely in the 7-9% range 
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OAS Meeting Takeaways

▪ We’ve seen good interest in this name recently.  Investors like the balance sheet, FCF generation, valuation, OMP 

optionality

▪ Free cash flow: Estimating $175-185mm in 2H21.  Plans to increased fixed div to $2.00 post acquisition close (late in 

3Q), already announced/paid special div of $4.00/share. And have instituted $100mm share repurchase plan

▪ OMP ownership: hold close to 34mm units.  Looking at different options to unlock trapped value (large SOTP 

discount).  Would like to get ownership below 50% of company so they can deconsolidate financials.  Several different 

ways to get below 50% including: 1) sell down units opportunistically 2) spin-off 3) M&A- sell to larger company 4) 

OMP could use equity to acquire someone and dilute OAS below 50% threshold.  OAS is working through everything 

and sell down remains a priority.  Pointed out valuation ex- OMP….Upstream EV/EBITDA is ~2.3x based on 

consensus 2022 estimates

▪ Inventory: 670 locations at $55/$2.75.  Plans to drill 40-50 wells per year

▪ Activity: Will add 2nd rig in 4Q. Accelerated activity will be on OAS legacy acreage.  Expect to hold production flattish 

in 2022 and likely beyond

▪ 2022 capex: Total capex likely in the $300mm (D&C capex 80-85% of total capex) range to hold production flattish 

(pro forma).  Sounds like a maintenance level of capex planned for the next few years.  

▪ M&A: Continue to see available assets out there.  Companies selling some small packages here/there. OAS highly 

focused on capital allocation and will put capital where they see most value to company/shareholders.  

▪ Lateral lengths: should be in the 10k ft range…expect to see higher proportion of 3 mile laterals in 2023 and beyond.  

Believe that 3 mile laterals will eventually become the standard…they model 40-50% uplift in EUR while costs only 

increase 20-25% when going from 2 mile to 3 mile laterals.  1/3 of their stated inventory in 3 mile laterals.

▪ Williston acquisition: Will let acquired assets decline in 2H21 and into early 2022.  Would expect them to start activity 

in late 2022/early 2023.  Transaction expected to close in late 3Q21

▪ Inflation: Not seeing much in 2021 (lowered capex)….completion efficiencies have offset any cost increases.  Are 

expecting some inflation next year but didn’t put a # to it
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WLL Meeting Takeaways

▪ Shareholder returns: That was the main question from investors, and it sounded like each investor had a differing 

opinion on best uses of FCF.  WLL is deferring the FCF decisions towards end of year/beginning of 2022.  They want 

to get deals closed in mid-September, debt paid down to zero in November, and then announce a strategy.  We 

believe that WLL is leaning more towards share repurchases, but we will wait for more color.  Asking for a little 

patience but will announce strategy relatively soon.  

▪ M&A: See a lot of opportunity out there.  Some of the highest quality acreage in the Bakken is in the hands of the 

majors.  WLL being patient on that side, but it sounds like they will be active if right deal comes along.  

▪ Inventory: Comfortable with current inventory levels…believe they currently have 6-8 years of inventory assuming 70 

wells/year.  Would like to add a couple of years to that at some point. 

▪ Activity: Adding 2nd rig in October which will go to Cassandra.  Initially were going to have 2nd rig in Sanish, but WLL 

is letting infrastructure catch-up before moving 2nd rig there.  Expect ~70 wells next year which should provide single 

digit growth.  We think capex range could be $340-350mm for 2022

▪ DUCs: Starting to build DUC inventory again..expect to exit 2021 with a bit fewer DUCs vs coming into the year.  

▪ Starting to do some simul-fracs….no data yet, but they will communicate results once they have it

▪ Inflation: So far, efficiencies have offset inflation….in 2022, WLL is expecting some inflation….likely in the 5-9% range

▪ Hedging: Continue to hedge forward and will probably do more than is required. They normally like to be 50-75% 

hedged and plan to stick to that…sounds like they will be closer to the high end of range at 75% given strength in 

commodity currently

▪ Diffs: Positive on diffs…fair amount of excess capacity…$4.50-6.50 is current guide, but they think that can tighten 

further
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Unless otherwise stated, the individuals listed on the cover page of this report are analysts for Coker Palmer 

Institutional (CPI). Coker Palmer Institutional (CPI) is the brand name used to distinguish Coker & Palmer’s institutional 
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These shorter term views are based upon catalysts or events that may have a shorter-term impact on the market price 

of the equity securities discussed in research reports, including but not limited to the inherent volatility of the 

marketplace. Any such shorter-term views expressed in research report are distinct from and do not affect the 

Research Analyst’s 12-month view and are clearly noted as such.

Ratings

Sector Outperform (SO) 

The stock is expected to outperform the average 12-month total return of the analyst’s coverage universe or an index 

identified by the analyst that includes, but is not limited to, stocks covered by the analyst.

Sector Perform (SP) 

The stock is expected to perform approximately in-line with the average 12-month total return of the analyst’s coverage

universe or an index identified by the analyst that includes, but is not limited to, stocks covered by the analyst.

Sector Underperform (SU)

The stock is expected to underperform the average 12-month total return of the analyst’s coverage universe or an index

identified by the analyst that includes, but is not limited to, stocks covered by the analyst.

Price Target Methodology:

Coker Palmer Institutional (CPI) price targets are essentially based on DCF methodology. 

Valuation/Risk Factors

Oilfield Services (OFS) business is inherently risky. OFS investors should be fully aware of these risks, which include, 

but are not limited to, volatile natural gas, NGL’s and crude oil prices, demand for and competition for a company’s 

product and/or service, asset quality, customer risks, changes in operating costs, company capital structures, operating 

and working capital needs and ability to raise both debt and equity capital to fund operations. We value OFS equities on 

many different metrics, including but not limited to, our subjective view as to the quality of management, discounted 

cash flows, net asset values, enterprise value to EBITDA or cash flow multiples, price to earnings or cash flow 

multiples, reinvestment risk and full cycle economics. These factors are uncertain and our outlook is subject to change, 

sometimes quite quickly. Any changes in the above factors can impede achievement of our valuation assessments. 

Coker & Palmer Institutional Ratings Distribution

Category Count Percent

Sector Outperform 4 29%

Sector Perform 4 29%

Sector Underperform 6 43%

Total 14 100%
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Green Energy businesses are inherently risky. The industry is still at a nascent stage and long-term viability is still not 

established. Investors should be fully aware of these risks, which include, but are not limited to, viability of new products

and markets targeted, volatile commodity prices, demand for and competition for a company’s product and/or service, 

asset quality, customer risks, changes in operating costs, company capital structures, operating and working capital 

needs and ability to raise both debt and equity capital to fund operations. We value Green Energy equities on many 

different metrics, including but not limited to, our subjective view as to the quality of management, discounted cash 

flows, net asset values, enterprise value to EBITDA or cash flow multiples, price to earnings or cash flow multiples, 

reinvestment risk and full cycle economics. These factors are uncertain and our outlook is subject to change, 

sometimes quite quickly. Any changes in the above factors can impede achievement of our valuation assessments. 

The Exploration and Production (E&P) business in inherently risky. Investors in E&P equities should be fully aware of 

these risks, which include, but are not limited to, volatile natural gas, NGL’s and crude oil prices, regional pricing 

differences, field and company asset quality, reserve depletion factors, drilling risks, operating costs, company capital 

structures, operating and working capital needs and ability to raise both debt and equity capital to fund operations. . 

E&P Valuation Methods used to determine the Price Target: We value E&P companies on many different metrics, 

including, but not limited to, our estimate of net asset value (NAV), enterprise value to EBITDA or cash flow multiples, 

price/earnings or cash flow multiples, discounted cash flow analysis and breakup/acquisition values.  All our estimates 

and valuations are highly and inherently uncertain. They are based on, but not limited to, our outlook for the commodity 

price, our subjective view as to the quality of management, net asset value, quality of the proven and unproven reserves 

and resources, ability to develop and produce these reserves/resources, financial strength, cash flow, access to capital, 

and full cycle economics of investments. These factors are uncertain and our outlook is subject to change, sometimes 

quite quickly. Any changes in the above factors can impede achievement of our valuation assessments. 

Industrials: This category might cover many different types of companies with various business models and various 

factors affecting the operations and stock prices, some of which include overall economic growth, end market demand, 

product inventories and competition. Some of these companies might have various energy-related exposure through 

both sales and/or costs. In general, industrial company risks include, but not limited to, high fixed operating costs, rising

input costs, currency and commodity price fluctuations, variable demand, inventory levels, quality of management, 

competition and obsolesce. 

E&P, Oilfield Service, Industrials, Green Energy, as well as investments in the other subsectors we follow are subject to 

a myriad of external factors, including but not limited to, commodity price risk, geopolitical risk, changes in interest 

rates, the value of worldwide currencies, especially the U.S. dollar, changing regulations, both domestically and abroad, 

regulatory enforcement levels, and changes in domestic or global economic fundamentals. Please see specific 

companies' most recent SEC filings, including 10-Ks, 10-Qs, 8-Ks, and proxy filings for additional risks and 

considerations. For companies based outside the US, please see country specific regulatory filings for additional risks 

and considerations.


